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Eerie atmosphere in a series of haunted and frightening games where the enemies are hiding in the darkness. In the game you will face old enemies, and new ones! Help the player in each level as they enter the unknown entity. In the game, the player will have to fight with bad vampires, armored goblin-like enemies, and
bloody dogs. Search for door keys, items and ammunition. From the forest, from a cemetery, from a crypt, with bloodied mummies, or rattling along the walls and floors. Define the right place for your next blow and reach the exit of each level. Let`s take a closer look at the game. Features: Mystical atmosphere. 13 levels. 4
bosses. 11 kinds of enemies. Career mode. Define the right place for your next blow. This app has no advertisements Download All Evil Night for free and make your smartphone an original Halloween night with no stops! Greetings! Join us for a new Halloween night with All Evil Night! -- In this game there are 13 levels,
dangerous and with many obstacles. -- There are also 4 bosses with 5 dimensions which are hiding in dark and terrible places. -- The bosses are very hard and dangerous. -- The idea of each boss and the story behind it, will be revealed in the end of the game. -- Several difficulty modes are available, the highest is “Hell”. --
The highest score is "BEAST" on the most difficult difficulty. -- The game in English, Russian, Polish, Spanish, Portuguese, French and Traditional Chinese. -- There is no significant loading time. -- We care about your opinion - you are welcome to leave your messages and suggestions! In All Evil Night the enemies are hiding in
dark places waiting for you. The game is designed for Halloween night. A different stage awaits every new gamer in this Halloween. You are an adventurer of supernatural evil. Your life is in danger. A monster is hiding somewhere. You must find him out. The game is for those who like action-packed games, a challenge and a
spooky atmosphere. All Evil Night uses a combination of shooting and adventure game mechanics. You must use a combination of powerful weapons and special abilities to fight back. Every turn is dangerous. There are moving platforms, different enemy attacks and deadly weapons. You must collect the key to open the
doors

Features Key:
High Quality Graphics
Multiple Save/Load Game on NGUI Framework
Only small size!
No scripting!
Easy implement and powerful.

Button Import + Export feature:

Export a Navigation Button Graph/GraphPath with specified button figure and scale features.
Can import these buttons in your projects.

Points/Velocity animator feature:

Include both points effects and buttons animations.

You can add a lot of buttons or game objects in easily using points, tween or timeline.
Add different animation types including:

•Play/Pause: Play the button animation when mouse hover the button, Stop the button animation when mouse leave the button.

•Hidden: Activate the button animation when click the button, Stop the button animation when click/hover the button elsewhere.

•Speed up: Increase the speed of animation when click/hover the button, Slow down the speed of animation when mouse leave the button.

Each animator in multiple speed: Activate the button animations in different velocities from 1 to n.
Timeline with looping : Enable the button looping animation that loops from 0 to the number of the timeline.
Normal: Normal state of animation, default.
Play: Play the button animation.
Pause: Pause the button animation.
Rewind: Pause the current timeline animation and play from the first frame when mouse leave the button.
Delete: Remove all the animator's state. The button will be like being hidden.
Sell: Sale the current state.
Remap: Alternate event between different buttons for the same theme.
Delay: Delay the animation start until the specified time.
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